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5. When planning to enter a lava tube, a group should carry 1. two-way radio, 2. 
compass, 3. flagging tape, 4. group first aid kit, 4. insect sting kit, 6. navigation 
logbook, 7. watch, 8. entrance marker flag. 
 

6. Never enter a cave alone.  Minimum crew is two. 
 

7. Leave a filled-out PCSU (or agency or landowner’s) Cave Work Plan with a 
responsible individual.  Your Cave Work Plan should include staff names, vehicle’s 
license plate and parking location or your base camp location, and GPS coordinates 
or map location (if these are unknown until you arrive at the cave, call in the 
coordinates via radio or cell phone to your Supervisor).  The plan should also include 
date, estimated planned times to enter and depart the cave, and the purpose of 
cave mission. 
 

8. Mark cave entrance with the entrance marker flag before entering. 
 

9. NEVER separate in the cave, stay within eyesight or illumination of one another. 
 

10. Move slowly and stand up even slower.  Watch for hazards overhead and underfoot. 
 

11. After exiting, notify the responsible person that the mission has ended. 
 
 
Safety when working with or around animals 
 
Rodents (rats and mice) and cats are known to carry a variety of diseases, most of which 
have not been reported in Hawaiʻi.  There is a known risk of leptospirosis, 
toxoplasmosis, plague (historically) and murine typhus. For larger mammals, there is 
some additional risk for brucellosis, trichinosis, and tuberculosis.  We do not want to 
discover any new diseases by having one of us come down with them.  If you are 
working with mammals or in areas contaminated by their droppings, you are required to 
take the following precautions. 
 
Exposure to body fluids 
 
If you are at risk for exposure to body fluids from mammals during trapping, tagging, or 
removal and necropsy, you must take a variety of precautions.  First, all direct contact 
with mammals should be through barriers.  Use protective bite-proof gloves with 
disposable gloves underneath if you must handle live mammals; avoid this situation 
except when absolutely required.  Use non-allergenic disposable gloves for handling 
carcasses.  Dispose of gloves afterwards by enclosing in a baggie. Check your project’s 
safety manual. 
 


